This paper illustrates the ease with which Bayesian nonlinear state-space models can now be used for practical sheries stock assessment. Sampling from the joint posterior density is accomplished using Gibbs sampling via BUGS, a freely available software package. By taking advantage of the model representation as a directed acyclic graph, BUGS automates the hitherto tedious calculation of the full conditional posterior distributions. Moreover, the output from BUGS can be read directly into the software CODA for convergence diagnostics and statistical summary. We illustrate the BUGS implementation of a nonlinear non-normal state-space model using a Schaefer surplus production model as a basic example. This approach extends to other assessment methodologies, including delaydi erence and age-structured models.
Introduction
State-space models are among the most powerful tools for dynamic modeling and forecasting (Fahrmeir and Tutz 1994) . They have started to enjoy an increasing popularity in sheries stock assessment (Sullivan 1992 , Pella 1993 , Gudmundsson 1994 , Schnute 1994 , Freeman and Kirkwood 1995 , Reed and Simons 1996 , Kinas 1996 , Meyer and Millar , Millar and Meyer 1998a as they can realistically account for both measurement and process error. However, unrealistic assumptions such as linearity of state transitions and Gaussian error distributions that are imperative for maximum likeli-hood estimation via Kalman ltering have limited the number of sheries models that can be t within the classical/frequentist paradigm. Meyer and Millar (1998) explained how delay di erence and surplus production models can be cast into the framework of state-space modeling. They demonstrate a fully Bayesian approach using Gibbs sampling for posterior computation following Carlin et al. (1992) . In contrast to the classical approach, the Bayesian approach can easily handle realistic distributional assumptions as well as nonlinearities in state and observation equations. The papers by Millar and Meyer (1998a) and Meyer and Millar (1998) provide the underlying theory of tting Bayesian state-space surplus production and delay di erence models, respectively. Here we report on signi cant progress made in facilitating the routine implementation which may have a revolutionary e ect on Bayesian stock assessment in everyday practice. This is achieved through BUGS (Bayesian Inference Using Gibbs Sampling), a recently developed software package by the Medical Research Council Biostatistics Unit, Institute of Public Health, Cambridge, England. BUGS samples from the joint posterior distribution by using the Gibbs sampler , i.e. by cyclically sampling from each of the full conditionals. For reviews on BUGS the reader is referred to Thomas et al. 1992 , Gilks et al. 1994 , and Gentleman 1997 . BUGS is available free of charge from http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/Welcome.html for the operating systems UNIX, LINUX, and WINDOWS, among others. It comes with a complete documentation as well as two example volumes. These examples demonstrate the variety of complex models such as random e ects, generalized linear, proportional hazards, latent variable, and frailty models, amenable to a Bayesian analysis via BUGS. We will show that nonlinear non-Gaussian state-space models can be added to this list.
In nonlinear non-Gaussian state-space models the full conditional distributions required for Gibbs sampling are typically not logconcave. Both Meyer and Millar (1998) and Millar and Meyer (1998a) implemented the Gibbs sampler in C-code, using the C-subroutines ARS (Gilks and Wild 1992) and ARMS (Gilks et al. 1995) to sample from univariate logconcave and non-logconcave full conditional distributions, respectively. This, however, required the explicit derivation \by hand" of the full conditional distribution of each parameter in the model -a nontrivial, substantial, and tedious task which may deter the practical stock assessment scientist from tting these models. We explain how BUGS alleviates this chore by making use of conditional independence assumptions in the model which are graphically represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Moreover, the new version 0.6 of BUGS contains a method to sample from any not necessarily log-concave full conditional density. This makes it now possible to t nonlinear non-Gaussian state-space models.
The paper is organized as follows: In the rst section, we brie y describe a biomass dynamics model, the Schaefer surplus production model, that is the most commonly used non-age-structured model in practical stock assessments. This simple, parsimonious model was chosen for illustrative purposes. We use the same catch-e ort dataset on South Atlantic albacore tuna as in Millar and Meyer (1998a) and in Polacheck et al. (1993) . In section 2 we will put this surplus production model into the context of nonlinear, non-Gaussian state-space methodology. This model is then represented as a DAG in section 3. In the subsequent sections we explain how this DAG assists the model's implementation in BUGS and how to perform convergence diagnostics using CODA .
The Problem
The data available for stock assessment purposes quite often consist of a time series of annual catches C t ; t = 1; : : : ; N , and relative abundance indices I t ; t = 1; : : : ; N , such as research survey catch rates or catch-per-unit-e ort (CPUE) indices from commercial sheries. For example, Table 1 gives an historical dataset of catch-e ort data of South Atlantic albacore tuna (Thunnus alalunga) from 1967 to 1989. Age-composition data Table 1 near here are not available for this stock. This dataset has previously been analysed by Polacheck et al. (1993) and Yeh et al. (1991) . Objectives include the estimation of the size of the stock at the end of 1989, and management parameters such as the maximum surplus production (MSP) and the optimal e ort, the level of commercial shing e ort required to harvest MSP.
When only catch-e ort data are available, biomass dynamics models are the primary assessment tools for many sheries (Hilborn and Walters 1992) . They relate the current biomass to previous biomass plus terms for growth and recruitment, minus terms for natural mortality and catch. Surplus production models aggregate terms for recruitment, growth, and natural mortality into one term for \surplus production" so that the biomass dynamics equations can be written in the form (Polacheck et al. 1993 ):
B t = B t?1 + g(B t?1 ) ? C t?1
(1) where B t , C t , and g(B t ) denote biomass at the start of year t, catch during year t, and the surplus production function, respectively. The surplus production function is usually assumed to be non-negative with g(0) = g(K) = 0, where K is the carrying capacity (corresponding to the level of the stock biomass at equilibrium prior to commencement of the shery). The Schaefer (1954) form of the surplus production function is g(B t?1 ) = rB t?1 1 ?
Substituting (2) 
Note that the annual catch is treated as a xed constant. A common, though simplifying assumption is that the relative abundance index is directly proportional to the biomass, i.e.
with catchability parameter q. For a more detailed discussion on surplus production models, the interested reader is referred to Hilborn and Walters (1992, Chapter 8) , Polacheck (1993) , Millar and Meyer (1998a) , and references therein.
2 Bayesian Nonlinear State-Space Model Polacheck et al. (1993) compare three commonly used statistical techniques for tting the model de ned by equations (3) and (4), process error models, observation error models, and equilibrium models. None of these is capable of incorporating uncertainty present in both equations: natural variability underlying the annual biomass dynamics transitions (process error) and uncertainty in the observed abundance indices due to measurement and sampling error (observation error). This is possible, however, using a state-space model, as shown in Meyer and Millar (1998) and Millar and Meyer (1998a) .
Equations (3) and (4) are the deterministic versions of the stochastic state and observation equations. We assumed log-normal error structures and used a reparametrization (P t = B t =K) by expressing the annual biomass as a proportion of carrying capacity as in Millar and Meyer (1998) , and the unknown states, P 1 ; : : : ; P N , and the joint distribution of the observables, here the relative abundance indices I 1 ; : : : ; I N .
Bayesian inference is then based on the posterior distribution of the unobservables given the data. In the sequel, we will denote the probability density function of a parameter by p( ). We assume that the parameters K; r; q; 2 ; 2 are independent a priori. By a successive application of Bayes theorem and conditional independence of subsequent states, the joint prior density is given by p(K; r; q; 2 ; 2 ; P 1 ; : : :
p(P t jP t?1 ; K; r;
2 ): (7) A noninformative prior is chosen for q. Prior distributions for K; r; 2 ; 2 are speci ed using biological knowledge and inferences from related species and stocks as discussed For general guidelines on the choice of prior distributions for parameters in stock assessment models the reader is referred to Punt and Hilborn (1997) .
Because of the conditional independence assumption of the relative abundance indices given the unobserved states, the sampling distribution is 
i.e. the product of (7) and (8), the product of prior and sampling distribution. Thus, this joint distribution (9) 2 ; P t ) and observables (I t ) as ellipses, and constants (C t ) as rectangles. A way to express the conditional independence assumptions is by drawing solid arrows between nodes (see Figure 1 ). Hollow arrows Figure 1 near here go to deterministic nodes, which are logical functions of other nodes. Pmed t] is an example of a deterministic node as it is a function of the nodes K; r; C t?1 , and P t?1 . This renders a model representation as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as all edges in the graph are directed and there are no cycles because of the conditional independence assumptions. Let V denote the set of all nodes in the graph. Direct predecessors of a node v 2 V are called \parents", direct o spring the \children". The solid arrows indicate that given its parent nodes, each node v is independent of all other nodes except descendants of v. For instance, if we are in year t and know the biomass in year t ?1 and the values of the parameters r, K, and 2 , then our belief in P t is independent of the biomass in previous years 1 to t ? 2, and the data of all other years except the current relative abundance index I t .
It is then easy to construct the joint probability distribution of all stochastic nodes using the graphical description of the conditional independence assumptions:
(10) For our speci c surplus production model (10) is the graph-theoretical version of (9).
In this way, the DAG (Figure 1 ) assists in constructing the full Bayesian model. For further reading on conditional independence graphs and graphical chain models the interested reader is referred to Wermuth and Lauritzen (1990). 4 Bayesian Inference Using BUGS Let V u denote the subset of unobservable nodes, and V o the subset of observable nodes.
Once p(V ) has been obtained from (10), a general technical di culty encountered in any application of Bayesian inference is calculating the high-dimensional integral necessary to nd the normalization constant in the posterior distribution of the unobservables given the data:
In our speci c example this would require an (N+5)-dimensional integration as we have to integrate over the unobservables K; r; q; 2 ; 2 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P N . Calculating the marginal posterior distribution of any variable would require a subsequent (N + 4)-dimensional integration. High-dimensional integration problems can be solved via Markov chain Monte Carlo as reviewed in Gilks et al. (1996) . The Gibbs sampler, a special MCMC algorithm, generates a sample from the posterior (11) by iteratively sampling from each of the univariate full conditional posterior distributions as explained in Meyer and Millar (1998) . These univariate full conditional posterior distributions p(vjV nv), for v 2 V u , can be easily constructed from the joint posterior distribution p(V ) in (10) by picking out those terms that depend on v:
(12) This is facilitated by the graphical representation (Figure 1) as the full conditional posterior distribution of any node v depends only on its parents, children, and coparents. For instance, if v = P t , then the full conditional posterior distribution of P t , p(P t jK; r; q; 2 2 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P t?1 ; P t+1 ; P N ; I 1 ; : : : ; I N ), is proportional to p(P t jP t?1 ; K; r; 2 ) p(P t+1 jP t ; K; r; Here, the dependence of the deterministic nodes Pmed t] and Imed t] as logical functions of P t ; r; K, and q has been resolved. In this way, BUGS exploits the representation of the model as a DAG for constructing these full conditional posterior distributions for all unobservable nodes. Once this is accomplished, it uses certain sophisticated sampling methods to sample from these univariate densities. BUGS contains a small expert system for choosing the best sampling method. The rst choice is to identify conjugacy, where the full conditional reduces analytically to a well-known distribution, and sample accordingly. If the density is not conjugate but turns out to be log-concave, it employs the adaptive rejection sampling (ARS) algorithm (Gilks and Wild 1992) . If the density is not log-concave, BUGS uses a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) step. The MH algorithms di er across the various BUGS versions and platforms. The current UNIX version 0.6 uses the Griddy Gibbs sampler as developed by Ritter and Tanner (1992) .
More e cient MH implementations based on slice sampling (Neal 1998) if the variable has a restricted range and adaptive techniques (Gilks et al. 1998 ) for a variable with unrestricted range are currently under development; a rst version has been released under WinBUGS, the BUGS version for the WINDOWS operating system. which means \is distributed as" and substitutes the solid arrows, < ? which means \is to be replaced by" and substitutes the hollow arrows.
Model Implementation in BUGS
Quantities on the left of a are stochastic, those on the left of < ? are deterministic.
In general, each quantity should appear once and only once on the left-hand-side of a statement. The order of the expressions within a pair of braces is irrelevant. . Furthermore, we have to restrict the ranges of those nodes with non-logconcave full conditional distributions by specifying lower and upper bounds using the I(lower,upper) function. This is not necessary in the WinBUGS version because of the adaptive MH algorithm.
Finally, the le surplus.cmd compiles the BUGS commands in surplus.bug, generates an initial 1000 iterations (the so called \burn-in" period), monitors every speci ed parameter for the next 22500 iterations, stores every 25th value, and calculates summary statistics of the sampled values for each speci ed parameter. Our preference is to submit these commands as a batch job by using the command backbugs "surplus.cmd" with session output automatically directed to the bugs.log le. Alternatively, BUGS can be run interactively by using the command bugs.
BUGS generates 5 les after completion:
1. The le bugs.log contains the BUGS code (surplus.bug) that was used, possibly error messages, the running time, and the requested summary statistics of the marginal posterior distribution of each parameter. The posterior summaries from this le are listed in the appendix. Note that the results from tting this surplus production model are presented and discussed in Millar and Meyer (1998a) .
2. The le bugs.out contains 2 columns. The rst column gives the iteration number, the second column the corresponding sampled value.
3. The le bugs.ind tells you which line of the bugs.out le corresponds to which monitored variable. Here, lines 1 to 9000 of bugs.out are samples from variable K, lines 9001 to 18000 are samples from variable r and so on.
4. The le bugs1.out contains the results of the stats command in a rectangular format suitable for reading into statistical packages for producing graphs, tables etc. The 10 columns contain the summary statistics: mean, sd, 2.5%, observed lower percentile, 97.5%, observed upper percentile, median, number of iterations, start iteration, nish iteration.
5. The le bugs1.ind contains the node names for the variables listed, and the corresponding row number in the bugs1.out le.
Whenever one employs MCMC methods to sample from the posterior distribution, a question of extreme importance is \Has the chain converged to its target distribution?".
Convergence diagnostics is still an area of active research. A recent review on methods used for establishing whether an MCMC algorithm has converged, i.e. whether its output can be regarded as samples from the target distribution of the Markov chain, has been given by Cowles and Carlin (1995) . Some of these methods are implemented in the software CODA . CODA is a menu-driven collection of SPLUS functions for analysing the output obtained by BUGS. Besides trace plots and the usual tests for convergence, CODA calculates statistical summaries of the posterior and kernel density estimates. CODA is being maintained and distributed by the same research group responsible for BUGS.
6 Discussion BUGS provides a means for a Bayesian analysis of the most complex sheries models such as fully age-structured models (Millar and Meyer 1998b) , fully Bayesian hierarchical random e ects models for stock-recruitment data (Liermann and Hilborn 1997) , and for tackling the important Bayesian hierarchic meta-analysis problems identi ed in the \future directions" of Hilborn and Liermann (1998) . BUGS will have considerable implications for the day-to-day practice of the sheries stock assessment scientist.
She can concentrate on the essential realistic modeling of data and of prior knowledge, handing over the mathematical intricacies of model tting to a software package.
Because prior and sampling distributions can be easily modi ed without having to recalculate full conditional distributions, the scientist's time is freed up to experiment with di erent scenarios -a hitherto far too time-consuming procedure.
The recent evolution in Bayesian computation and software within the last few years parallels and outperforms in some ways the development seen over the last decades of Figure 1 : Representation of the surplus production model as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
